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The paper

Takes issue with the notion that fiscal consolidations based on expenditure cuts are
expansionary/not much recessionary

By dissecting earlier analysis of Alesina Favero Giavazzi, paper shows very convincingly

1. Don’t need to worry about fiscal plans (→ functions of current surplus surprise)

2. Bias due to i) censoring of sample and ii) common-intercept assumption

Based on appropriately modified specification, paper finds

▶ There is no consolidation during “Expenditure-based consolidations”

▶ “Tax-based” consolidations only feature spending cuts: very much contractionary
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Result 1: Adjustment of GDP to consolidations

Table 2: Impulse responses of real GDP

real GDP real GDP real GDP
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
EB TB TB� EB EB TB TB� EB EB TB TB� EB

h = 0 -0.07
(0.54)

-1.01
(0.00)

-0.94
(0.00)

-0.00
(0.99)

-0.78
(0.00)

-0.78
(0.00)

0.14
(0.29)

-1.04
(0.00)

-1.17
(0.00)

h = 1 -0.34
(0.03)

-1.89
(0.00)

-1.55
(0.00)

-0.26
(0.11)

-1.53
(0.00)

-1.27
(0.00)

-0.19
(0.22)

-1.66
(0.00)

-1.47
(0.00)

h = 2 -0.18
(0.22)

-2.30
(0.00)

-2.12
(0.00)

-0.07
(0.69)

-1.75
(0.00)

-1.68
(0.00)

-0.06
(0.72)

-1.60
(0.01)

-1.55
(0.01)

h = 3 0.04
(0.80)

-2.73
(0.00)

-2.78
(0.00)

0.25
(0.25)

-1.94
(0.00)

-2.19
(0.00)

0.29
(0.16)

-1.70
(0.03)

-1.98
(0.01)

h = 4 -0.08
(0.72)

-2.89
(0.00)

-2.81
(0.00)

0.30
(0.32)

-1.83
(0.05)

-2.13
(0.01)

0.31
(0.27)

-1.62
(0.11)

-1.93
(0.05)

Obs 511 323 323

Impulse responses of real GDP. Columns (1) to (3): based on AFG’s reduced form (42) with one intercept,
sample A. Columns (4) to (6): based on AFG’s reduced form (42) with on intercept, sample B. Columns (7) to
(9): based on our reduced form (40) with regime- and lag-specific intercepts, sample B. All regressions include
country and year fixed effects.

8.2 Fiscal variables

8.2.1 Government consumption and investment

Tables 3 and 4 display responses of government consumption and investment, i.e. cur-

rent and capital government purchases of goods and services, based on sample B. The

unweighted average of government consumption in the whole sample is about 20 per-

cent of GDP, that of government investment about 4 percent.

In Table 3 the dependent variable is the first difference of the share of government

consumption in GDP. This is the same definition as in Figure 9.3 of AFG (2019) - the only

graph displaying the response of a government spending variable in the book.18

Like AFG, in the first panel - columns (1) to (3) - we do not have regime-specific or lag-

specific constants. Government consumption falls more in EB than TB consolidations: a

difference of about 20 basis points at 3 years, very close to that of Figure 9.3 of AFG in

18In that figure, AFG allows for a different response of government consumption depending on the state
of the economy expansion/recession. The probability of being in a recession or expansion is modeled as
in Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012). The patterns of responses in the two states of the economy are
however very similar.
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▶ Accounting for biases reduces estimate of recessionary impact of TB consolidations

▶ But TB still much more contractionary than EB
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Result 2: Actual composition of consolidations

Third, this is not just a question of labelling. When combined with the responses

of GDP in the two regimes, this table says that consolidations based mostly on actual

spending cuts (labelled "tax-based" by AFG) are associated with large declines in GDP;

conversely, consolidations based mostly on actual tax increases (labelled "expenditure-

based" by AFG) are associated with virtually no movement in GDP (and if anything with

small increases on impact and at 3 years - see Table 2). This is exactly the opposite message

to that conveyed by AFG’s results, and in general by the literature on expansionary fiscal

consolidations.

Table 8: Summary results

EB consolidations TB consolidations
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

spending revenues revenue share spending revenues revenue share

h = 0 -0.09
(0.26)

0.31
(0.00) 0.78 -0.56

(0.00)
0.27

(0.21) 0.33

h = 1 -0.12
(0.25)

0.26
(0.00) 0.68 -0.90

(0.00)
-.03

(0.87) -0.03

h = 2 .07
(0.56)

0.16
(0.14) 0.70 -0.85

(0.00)
-0.09
(0.86) -0.12

h = 3 0.07
(0.57)

0.17
(0.23) 1.70 -0.94

(0.00)
0.04

(0.89) 0.04

h = 4 0.19
(0.17)

0.18
(0.14) -18 -1.17 

(0.00)
0.01

(0.97) 0.01

Obs 323 323

Columns (1) to (3): EB consolidations. Columns (4) to (6): TB consolidations. Columns
(1) and (4): change in cyclically adjusted primary spending, from columns (7) and (8), re-
spectively, of Table 6. Columns (2) and (5): change in cyclically adjusted revenues, from
columns (7) and (8), respectively, of Table 7. Columns (3) and (6): share of response of
revenues in response of primary surplus. All regressions are estimated on sample B and
include country and year fixed effects.

9 Robustness and stability of the reduced form

Our baseline estimates are very stable. We have re-estimated the model after dropping

one country at a time. Table 8 displays the resulting minimum and maximum differences

of the responses at three years, in EB and TB consolidations, for GDP and for cyclically ad-

justed primary spending and revenues. For the first two variables the difference remains

36

▶ EB consolidations: neither is spending cut nor do (cyclically adjusted) tax revenues go up

▶ TB consolidations are really only about expenditure cuts
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Question 1

Why do (cyclically adjusted) revenues not rise during TB consolidations?

▶ Politically difficult to carry out announced spending cuts, raise taxes instead (Perotti 2013)

▶ But no explanation for why tax revenues don’t go up in TB...

Assuming cyclical adjustment is correct, two possibilities

▶ Failure to implement fiscal plan

▶ Narrative record/classification by AFG wrong

Dabla-Norris and Lima (2023), building on earlier work at IMF (Amaglobeli et al 2018)

▶ Same data as AFG (and Devries et al 2011): but more detailed on tax side

▶ Quarterly frequency, distinguish announcement and implementation date
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AFG classification: examples

GER 1991 (TB)

not be allowed to exceed 5 percent of GNP in the short run and would be brought back to below 3 
percent by 1994”. 

The resolution to limit the deficit of the federal government and territorial authorities was announced 
by the government in November 1990. A set of measures for 1991 and 1992 followed in January 
1991, including mainly cuts in transfers to Federal Labor Office compensated by an increase in 
unemployment insurance contribution rate and cuts in subsidies (IMF Economic Developments and 
Issues 1991, p.22-23). In addition a one percent rise in VAT rate was planned for 1993. These 
measures had a budgetary impact of DM 15 billion in 1991. In late February an additional 
consolidation become necessary due to higher financing needs of East German states and higher 
outlays for the crisis in Middle East. It consisted in (temporary and permanent) tax hikes for 1991 
and 1992 worth DM 18.2 billion in 1991. At the same time the program named “Joint Effort - 
Upswing East” was implemented, augmenting infrastructure investments and other expenditure in 
East Germany, along with a set of tax exemptions for East Germany. Thus, overall, according to IMF 
Economic Developments and Issues 1991 (p. 25), a set of measures (with a majority of tax measures) 
worth DM 60 billion was put in place for years 1991-1994. 

Notes: 
• Measures included as well cuts in defense expenditure of DM 7.5 billion, not realized because of the Gulf War 

(Devries et. al 2011) and postponement of investment outlays of DM 2.25 billion not considered in Devries et al. 
maybe because it was off-set by the February investment plan. 

• “In late February due to much higher than expected financing needs of the east German states and municipalities and 
additional outlays related to eastern Europe and the crisis in the Middle East it became evident that expenditure would 
exceed the budgeted amount by a substantial margin” (IMF Economic Developments and Issues 1991, p.23). 

• In computing the revenue side measures, we excluded DM 2 billion from higher contribution of the Federal Post 
Office to the federal government, as it is nor a tax hike neither a spending reduction. 

• In calculating the unemployment insurance contributions, we considered that the unemployment insurance 
contribution is shared equally between employers and employees. 

• We considered that the pension insurance contribution is paid half by the employer and half by the employee while 
computing the measure loadings. 

• Devries et al. report that temporary measures expiring in 1993 amounted to DM 15.1 billion. However the only 
temporary measure we could identify referring to 1991 IMF Economic Developments and Issues were the 12-month 
tax surcharge. It had a budgetary impact of DM 11.3 billion in 1991, 10.7 in 1992 and 0 onwards. Taking changes 
between years, we record: +11.3 in 1991, -0.6 in 1992 and -10.7 in 1993. 

Germany 1993 
Fiscal consolidation was motivated by the need to meet the medium-term deficit-reduction goals 
agreed in July 1991, as the 1994 IMF Economic Developments and Issues explains (p. 8). 

In March 1993 the government proposed a “solidarity pact” to reduce the deficit of territorial 
authorities including the reform of revenue sharing between federal state and local authorities, some 
expenditure cuts and the reimposition of 7.5 percent “solidarity surcharge” on incomes starting from 
1995. This package generated an effect only in year 1995, amounting to DM 32 billion according to 
IMF Economic Developments and Issues 1991 (p. 98 and 104) and to IMF Economic Developments 
and Issues 1994 (p.8). 

Germany 1994 
In July 1993, the Cabinet approved a package of new measures, passed into law at the end of the year, 
intended to limit the federal budget deficit in 1994 to 2¼ percent of GNP (1994 IMF Economic 
Developments and Selected Background Issues, p. 39). The package was primarily intended to reduce 

UK 2010 (EB) A first budget was set out in March 2010 by the Brown Ministry. In May 2010, David Cameron 
formed a new government, which implemented additional budget measures in June 2010. The 
objective of fiscal policy was announced already in the Convergence Programme for the United 
Kingdom (January 2010, p. 4): “Setting a credible consolidation path to ensure sustainable public 
finances is a key element of the Government’s macroeconomic strategy, and is essential for economic 
stability and the long-term health of the economy. Chapter 4 sets out the Government’s plans for 
fiscal consolidation. As confidence in recovery grows and financial sector conditions normalize, the 
economy’s reliance on fiscal support will diminish. This will allow fiscal support to be withdrawn, 
gradually at first, so as not to harm recovery”. The motivation of the 2010 budget package can be 
summarized with the statement “The Government is acting to ensure sound public finances to provide 
a stable platform for growth and maintain macroeconomic stability” (Budget 2010, Securing the 
recovery, March 2010, p. 1). The new Budget set out in June 2010 confirms: “the Government will 
carry out Britain’s unavoidable deficit reduction plan in a way that strengthens and unites the 
country” (Budget 2010, June 2010, p. 1). 

Notes: 
• The decomposition of the June 2010 Budget can be found at p. 40 of the Budget 2010 (June). 

United Kingdom 2011 
“In the June Budget 2010, the Government took action to re-build the British economy based on its 
values of responsibility, freedom and fairness. Through the Budget and the Spending Review, the 
Government set out an accelerated plan to reduce the deficit. This Budget confirms that the 
Government is continuing this course, and now accelerates the process of reforming the British 
economy, to achieve a new model of sustainable and balanced growth. This Budget sets out the action 
the Government will take in three areas: a strong and stable economy, growth and fairness” (Budget 
2011, March 2011, p. 1).  

United Kingdom 2012 
The Budget 2012 (March 2012, p. 1) states: “the Government has taken decisive action to protect the 
economy and has set out a comprehensive strategy to achieve strong, sustainable and balanced 
growth, based on [among others] fiscal consolidation to return the public finances to a sustainable 
position and meet the Government’s fiscal mandate”. The plan announced in the Budget 2012 (pp. 7 
and 51) consisted in an initial expansion on the revenue and on the spending side accompanied by 
announcements of fiscal restraint in the subsequent years. 

United Kingdom 2013 
United Kingdom “Budget 2013 announces further detail on the Government’s deficit reduction 
plans” (Budget 2013, March 2013, p. 1) started in previous years.   

United Kingdom 2014 
“This [2014] Budget sets out further action to secure the recovery and build a resilient economy. The 
government is continuing to take difficult decisions to put the public finances on a sustainable path. 
The Budget supports businesses to invest, export, and create jobs, and cuts taxes for hardworking 
people – laying the foundations for sustainable economic growth. The Budget sets out the most 
radical reforms to saving for a generation, providing security for families to plan for their future.” 
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Dabla-Norris Lima (2023)

Table 1: The UK June 2010 Budget (selected measures)

Measure Tax Type t0 t1 t5 Ann. Imp. Motivation

Increase main VAT rate to 20% VAT Rate 2.9 12.1 13.5 06/22/10 01/04/11 Consolidation

Decrease CIT rate to 24% over 4 years CIT Rate 0 -0.38 -4.1 06/22/10 04/01/11 Long-Run

Lower capital & investment allowances CIT Base 0 0 2.7 06/22/10 04/01/12 Long-Run

Increase personal allowance by £1, 000 PIT Base 0 -3.3 -3.8 06/22/10 04/06/11 Long-Run

Increase capital gains tax rate to 28% PIT Base 0 0.7 0.9 06/22/10 06/23/10 Long-Run

Increase child tax credit PIT Base 0 -1.2 -2.0 06/22/10 04/06/11 Spending-Driven

Total June 2010 Budget 2.8 6.3 7.8

% GDP 0.2 0.5 0.6

Note: Estimated revenue impacts are in billions of pound sterling, and by fiscal year, with t0 representing
fiscal year 2010-11, t1 representing fiscal year 2011-12, and so on. Data is taken from the June 2010 and March
2011 Financial Statement and Budget Reports.

government after the May 2010 general election. The budget had three main themes.

First, it aimed to eliminate the structural fiscal deficit by 2014-15 through additional tax and
spending consolidation. The main tax consolidation measure was an increase in the main
standard rate of value added tax from 17.5 to 20 per cent from 4 January 2011, which we code
as being motivated by deficit reduction. This was expected to raise £2.9 billion in the 2010-11
fiscal year, and about £12.1 billion in the first full year of implementation (one percent of
GDP).

The second main theme was a reform of the corporate income tax to promote enterprise and
sustainable growth. This reform was carried out by reducing the top corporation tax rate
from 28 to 24 percent over four years starting in April 2011. The budget also announced a
number of corporate tax base measures, including a decrease in capital (depreciation) and
investment allowances from April 2012. This corporate tax reform followed the 2008 reform
implemented by the previous Labour government, and was itself extended in the years after,
eventually reducing the corporate tax rate to 20 percent by 2015. Notice that although the
overall budget planned for deficit reduction, this tax reform was revenue-decreasing in the
aggregate. Given it was primarily aimed at increasing investment and job creation in future
years, we code these tax measures as having a long-run motivation.

The June 2010 Budget also aimed to promote fairness in direct taxation, which was mainly

9

▶ EB consolidation includes large tax component, presumably also the other way around
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Dabla-Norris Lima (2023)

Focus on tax measures

Yi,t+1 − Yi,t−1 = αi + δt + βh∆Taxi,t + controls + εi,t+h

Instrument ∆Taxi,t with

Tax Shocki,t =
Intended Year 2 Revenue Effecti,t

GDPi,t−1

in turn derived from narrative measure
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Dabla-Norris Lima (2023)

Figure 3: Response of taxes and GDP to a 1 percent of GDP tax increase
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Note: Darker (lighter) areas show 68 percent (90 percent) confidence intervals. Standard errors are two-way
clustered by country and time. Estimates show the response to shock equivalent to a 1 percent of GDP tax
increase.

The right panel of Figure (3) shows the response of GDP to an improvement of one percent of
GDP in the tax-to-GDP ratio, which is instrumented by the narrative tax shock (the second-
stage of our IV estimation). Consistent with the findings in other studies (e.g., Romer and
Romer, 2010; Cloyne, 2013; Alesina et al., 2015), an increase in tax liabilities during fiscal
consolidations results in a short-term decline in output, with an announced increase in taxes
of one percent of GDP leading to a decrease in output of about 0.3 percent in the first quarter,
and a peak decline of about 1 percent eight quarters after announcement. These results are
robust to a battery of checks (see section 4.3 below).

Tax rate and tax base changes. We next turn to the dynamic impact of tax rate versus
base changes on output and its components, the focus of our paper. To estimate the impact
of tax rate changes, we continue to use Equation (2), but now instrument the change in the
tax-to-GDP ratio using the narrative shock for rate changes only. To account for discretionary
changes in tax bases that may happen at the same time, we also control for the current and
lagged narrative tax base shocks. We estimate the impact of discretionary tax base shocks
similarly, this time adding current and lagged narrative tax rate shocks as controls. As before,
the estimates shown represent the responses to a 1 percent of GDP tax increase enacted either
through rate or base measures.

The left panels of Figure (4) show the responses of GDP and its components to tax rate
shocks, while the right panels show the responses of the same variables to tax base shocks.
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▶ Tax revenues go up, after all...

▶ TB/EB classification seems flawed
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Question 2

Are consolidations special?

▶ Why not using conventional multiplier estimates to assess impact of consolidation

▶ May need to control for sign of fiscal shock

Born D’Ascanio Müller Pfeifer (2023): model small open economy with downward nominal
wage rigidity (and fixed exchange rate)

▶ Government spending ⇑: (almost) no effect on output, appreciates real exchange rate

▶ Government spending ⇓: reduces output, no effect on real exchange rate
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Estimating non-linear model also avoids censoring bias ...
Using framework of Perotti Sala:

Focus on consolidations Born et al (2023)
∆Zt

ut

∆Zt

ut
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Born D’Ascanio Müller Pfeifer (2023)

Estimate local projection

xi,t+h = αi,h + ηt,h + ψ+
h ε

g+
i,t + ψ−

h ε
g−
i,t + γZi,t + ui,t+h

where εg+i,t = εgi,t if ε
g
i,t ≥ 0 and likewise for negative shocks

Shock identified in a VAR with sign restrictions (Caldara Kamps 2017)

▶ Robust towards estimating in one step

▶ Estimate also for tax shocks

▶ Baseline sample: quarterly observations for EA countries 1999–2017
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Born D’Ascanio Müller Pfeifer (2023)

Spending shocks Tax shocks

Spending Output Taxes Output
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▶ Spending cuts indeed highly recessionary; multiplier for spending hikes zero

▶ Effects of tax hikes much weaker than those of tax cuts
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In sum

Important paper, identifies major flaws in influential work of AFG

▶ Illustrates methodological challenges when focusing on consolidation episodes

▶ Shows that classification TB/EB does not work in practice

Policy message

▶ Spending-based consolidations no panacea
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